The JAMIS Prime ERP & Microsoft Power BI Advantage

JAMIS has teamed up with Microsoft Power BI to bring the ultimate Dashboard and Business Intelligence experience to its customers. Give your executives and managers powerful insights that will help shape the decision-making process in real time.

**Power BI**
Industry Leading Business Intelligence & Analytics

- **Pre-Built Data Models using Current JAMIS Prime Data**
  - Access a vast library of visualization options that help you understand your critical business data and make informed decisions
  - Instantly view large sets of data with top-notch performance
  - Slice and Dice Data within Dashboards
  - Intelligently Designed Dashboard Suites

- **Easy Added as part of the Microsoft 365 Office Suite**

- **Rated #1 BI & Analytics Tool in Gartner Magic Quadrant**
  - 5 million users globally

**Intelligently Designed Dashboard Suites**

- **Program Management Suite**
  - Further enhance the project management data available to customers and give powerful insights to increase performance and overall productivity.

- **Project and Organization P&L Suite**
  - Enables you to track actual annual operating performance including current vs. previous year, actuals by org, and trend analysis.

- **Financials Suite**
  - Gives you dynamic visibility and charting capability into trends, time dimension interactivity, and comparative analysis of balance sheet, income statement, and statement of cash flows.

- **Project Billing And Revenue Batch Suite**
  - Includes the ability to drill down into the details of billing and revenue batches. View by summary, customer invoice, employee, vendor, or labor category.